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Introduction of Klaus Hulek

On April 1 I took over the of-
fice of Editor-in-chief of Zentral-
blatt MATH. I would like to thank
Gert-Martin Greuel for his excel-
lent work and his outstanding com-
mitment. Bernd Wegner and Gert-
Martin Greuel have transformed zb-
MATH from a printed periodical to
a modern database. I will strive to
continue their work and hope to
make zbMATH an even more use-
ful tool providing reliable and com-
prehensive information serving the
specific needs of the mathematical

community. A few words about my-
self: I am professor of mathematics
at Leibniz Universität Hannover and
my field of research is algebraic ge-
ometry. From 2005–2014 I was Vice
President for Research of Leibniz
Universität and during much of this
time I also represented the German
Universities at the Research Pol-
icy Working Group of the European
University Association (EUA) – an
experience which I hope will also be
useful in my work for zbMATH.

Review submission interface
We recently updated the Review Submission Interface
to provide some new and much requested functionality.
Changes include:

1. New Login Scheme
Instead of providing a document number, you can
now more safely and more easily log in by enter-
ing your Reviewer ID and an email address asso-
ciated with your account. An authentication link
will be sent to you via email. If you do not know
which email address corresponds to your reviewer
account, please contact editor@zbmath.org.
Alternatively, you can set a password for your ac-
count using the menu on the top right once you
are logged in.

2. MSC Chooser and Preview Box
When you start entering an MSC into the clas-
sification field, a list of possible matches will be
displayed, enabling you to directly select one from
the list. Entering an English word will show a
list of MSCs which have that word in their de-
scription. Moreover, when you enter your review,
a preview box on the right-hand side will show a
preview of your review as you type it.

3. Autosave Functionality
Everything you enter into the review submission
form will be saved immediately. Thus you can
stop writing your review at any point and con-
tinue at a later time. Once you are finished writ-
ing your review, please click the “Submit Review”
button at the bottom of the form.

If you encounter any problems while using the review
submission interface, please do not hesitate to contact
editor@zbmath.org.

zbMATH Reception at the 7ECM
Berlin
Next week, the 7th European Congress of Mathemat-
ics will take place in Berlin. We would like to cordially
invite you to join our reception for reviewers, partners
and friends of zbMATH.
The reception will take place on July 19, 2016, be-
tween 12:00 and 14:00 hrs. at Wyndham Berlin Excel-
sior, Hardenbergstraße 14, which is close to Technische
Universität Berlin:
http://www.openstreetmap.org/directions?engine=
mapzen_foot&route=52.51102%2C13.32695%3B52.
50802%2C13.32725#map=17/52.50962/13.32847

2016 zbMATH survey
We would much appreciate your feedback on the de-
velopments in the zbMATH database during the last
four years. It would be great if you could spend about
5-10 minutes to answer the EMS questionnaire on zb-
MATH available at https://de.surveymonkey.com/r/
zbMATH-survey.

Erratum
In the text version of the previous Newsletter, a “/” was
missing at the end of the link to the citation matching
tool. The correct link is
https://zbmath.org/citationmatching/.
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